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Chocolate & Zucchini
Building on the success of her James Beard Award-nominated Blue Chair Jam Cookbook, Rachel Saunders' Blue Chair Cooks
with Jam & Marmalade is the definitive modern guide to using preserves in the kitchen. Far from merely a narrow look at
obvious ways to incorporate jam, Blue Chair Cooks with Jam & Marmalade is a rich and wide-ranging general cookbook for
every day. Organized by time of day, Rachel's recipes are nuanced and unusual and cover the broadest possible array of
techniques and ideas. Rachel both includes and transcends such jam-filled classics as Victoria Sandwich and Classic Jelly roll
to reveal an entire world of tempting sweet and savory possibilities. Blue Chair Cooks with Jam & Marmalade explores not
only breakfast and tea time, but also numerous savory lunch and dinner options, including sausages, soups, salads, hors
d'oeuvres, and paella. With over 150 recipes ranging from Fruited Irish Brown Bread to Brussels Sprouts with Kumquats &
Smoked Salt to Poppy Seed-Cocao Nib Torte, this much-anticipated sequel to the classic Blue Chair Jam Cookbook is sure to
occupy a special place in your kitchen.

The Blue Chair Jam Cookbook
Publishers Weekly's Top 10 Cookbooks for Spring 2015 Pomegranates and pistachios. Floral waters and cinnamon. Bulgur
wheat, lentils, and succulent lamb. These were the lush ingredients of Maureen Abood's childhood, growing up as a
Lebanese-American in Northern Michigan. As an adult, Maureen was able to use her culinary expertise to revisit the recipes
she was reared on, and give them a contemporary American take. She first chronicled her riffs on traditional cuisine in her
popular blog, Rose Water and Orange Blossoms. She now shares more than 100 of her innovative and classic Lebanese
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recipes in this cookbook of the same name. Taking a seasonal, ingredient-focused approach, Maureen presents irresistible
dishes that will delight readers who yearn for evocative flavors and healthful components. Recipes include Pistachio Crusted
White Fish, Stone Fruit Salad with Flower Waters and Shaved Coconut, and Spiced Sweet Bread with Rose Water Milk Glaze.
Weaved throughout are Maureen's stories of her Lebanese upbringing, her travels, and life in a lakeside Michigan town.
Rose Water and Orange Blossoms is a celebration of Middle East cuisine, and of using tradition as a springboard for newly
delicious dishes.

Le Ton Beau de Marot
These are not your grandmother's preserves -- but we're certain she would approve.

Ball Complete Book of Home Preserving : 300 Delicious and Creative Recipes for Today
Provides recipes for making jams, jellies, pickles, relishes, conserves, chutneys, marmalades, ketchups, vinegars, and
brandied fruit

American Fried; Adventures of a Happy Eater
Small Fishy Bites celebrates the diversity and versatility of seafood. These recipes recognise the popularity of serving small
helpings, and follows the trend of tapas with small meals and sharing food with loved ones with. Each chapter covers a
different range of food from Tidbits with bite-sized food such as shrimp or octopus, Cases and Bases with blinis with caviar,
fritters with smoked fish and pizza with mussels or anchovy, Soused and Best Dressed has salads and soups galore.
Floured, Crumbed and Battered has a wonderful variety of fish including fried whitebait and shrimp in coconut batter,
Sozzled has a selection of seafood served with alcohol like oyster shooters and smoked trout pate with whisky, Spreads
includes anchovy butter, smoked eel pate and potted shrimp. Hefty Shells includes mussel brochettes, baked scallops and
Sicilian pesto and the Minced Fish chapter has a range of crab balls, fish balls, mini fish burgers and potato and fish
croquettes.

Pam the Jam
Lee Murphy, a passionate and knowledgeable jam master and owner of Vista D'oro Farms & Winery, presents a vibrant look
at the pleasures of creating and using beautiful, seasonal preserves. A short drive from Vancouver, and an even easier trip
over the border from Washington, The Preservatory is located on the bucolic ten-acre farm and winery in South Langley,
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British Columbia, Canada, and is home to a growing international brand where the star of the show is the in-season, locally
grown fruit. At the Preservatory, Lee Murphy and her team create delicious artisanal preserves in small batches using
copper pots for locals and visitors alike. In The Preservatory, Lee demonstrates how to create your own unique preserves
and how to use them in delicious recipes (preserves are not just for toast!). The creative options are truly endless, and this
book will make jam masters out of everyone. Organized by season, the book features 55 recipes for preserves, such as
Strawberry with Rose Petals, and Banana Passion Fruit & Rum; and 45 recipes using preserves, among them Gorgonzola
Gougere with Pear; Indian Spiced Meatballs with Green Tomato & Garam Masala; and Pan Seared Scallops with Green
Walnut & Grappa. Filled with luscious, vibrant photography, The Preservatory is both an inspiring combination of traditional
techniques and creative ideas and a celebration of locally grown food, seasonal cooking, and enjoying life with family and
friends.

Rose Water and Orange Blossoms
Analyzes the various translations of an obscure French poem to show the endless complexity of humans and their
languages

Marmalade
From the experts, the definitive book on home preserving. Ball Home Canning Products are the gold standard in home
preserving supplies, the trademark jars on display in stores every summer from coast to coast. Now the experts at Ball have
written a book destined to become the "bible" of home preserving. As nutrition and food quality has become more
important, home canning and preserving has increased in popularity for the benefits it offers: - Cooks gain control of the
ingredients, including organic fruits and vegetables - Preserving foods at their freshest point locks in nutrition - The final
product is free of chemical additives and preservatives - Store-bought brands cannot match the wonderful flavor of
homemade - Only a few hours are needed to put up a batch of jam or relish - Home preserves make a great personal gift
any time of yearThese 400 innovative and enticing recipes include everything from salsas and savory sauces to pickling,
chutneys, relishes and of course, jams, jellies, and fruit spreads, such as: - Mango-Raspberry Jam, Damson Plum Jam - Crab
Apple Jelly, Green Pepper Jelly - Spiced Red Cabbage, Pickled Asparagus - Roasted Red Pepper Spread, Tomatillo Salsa Brandied Apple Rings, Apricot-Date ChutneyThe book includes comprehensive directions on safe canning and preserving
methods plus lists of required equipment and utensils. Specific instructions for first-timers and handy tips for the
experienced make the Ball Complete Book of Home Preserving a valuable addition to any kitchen library.

Better Homes and Gardens Complete Canning Guide
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A guide to preserving foods demonstrates how to make the most out of seasonal ingredients throughout the year, covering
such preserving techniques as canning, salt-curing, smoking, and air-curing.

Fine Preserving
Filled with simple instructions for making preserves of all kinds, this guide to an ancient art provides expert advice on
making jellies and preserving fruits and vegetables. Original.

Macarons
"A cookbook from an award-winning chef with a produce-first approach to recipes"--Provided by publisher.

Blue Ribbon Preserves
There's nothing better than a jar of homemade marmalade for the DIY-er with a yen for barely sweet spreads. When winter
sets in, so does citrus season, opening up a world of possibilities for all kinds of sweet—and even savory—marmalades for
spreading on toast and eating straight out of the jar. With half of its recipes devoted to marmalades of all stripes, the book
also includes recipes that use marmalade. With 50 recipes to choose from, try the Bitter Orange Marmalade with Rosewater
and Almonds; Cherry Marmalade; Double Ginger Pear Marmalade; Red Onion Marmalade; and more. Recipes for buttermilk
biscuits, brown soda bread, and rugelah all serve as excellent vehicles for the bittersweet preserves, and you can make a
meal of it with Marmalade Roast Duck or Glazed Country Ham, among others.

Mes Confitures
Ripe seasonal fruits. Fragrant vanilla, toasted nuts, and spices. Heavy cream and bright liqueurs. Chocolate, chocolate, and
more chocolate. Every luscious flavor imaginable is grist for the chill in The Perfect Scoop, pastry chef David Lebovitz’s
gorgeous guide to the pleasures of homemade ice creams, sorbets, granitas, and more. With an emphasis on intense and
sophisticated flavors and a bountiful helping of the author’s expert techniques, this collection of frozen treats ranges from
classic (Chocolate Sorbet) to comforting (Tin Roof Ice Cream), contemporary (Mojito Granita) to cutting edge (Pear-Pecorino
Ice Cream), and features an arsenal of sauces, toppings, mix-ins, and accompaniments (such as Lemon Caramel Sauce,
Peanut Brittle, and Profiteroles) capable of turning simple ice cream into perfect scoops of pure delight. From the Hardcover
edition.
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The River Cottage Preserves Handbook
Recipes that bring Brooklyn's artisanal revolution to the world Bryan Calvert is a culinary pioneer who helped make
Brooklyn the new center of American food. Now, in more than 125 surefire, imaginative recipes that combine rural comforts
with urban sophistication, he brings the best of the borough to your table. This is artisanal food at its most elemental and
delicious: Melted Romaine; Heirloom Tomatoes with Gin, Feta, and Dill; Savory Stuffed Skillet Chicken with Lemon-Miso
Sauce; and Dulce de Leche Cheesecake with Sea Salt and Caramelized Apples. Setting these recipes alongside beautiful
essays in the tradition of Alice Water and David Tanis, Calvert shares an original and meaningful way to cook. Calvert's food
builds on staples that are available nationwide and adds flair with ingredients you'll discover in your market. Brooklyn
Rustic shows how the simplest change in approach can make an ordinary meal unforgettable. * * * Features photography by
Ed Anderson, Matt Long, and Deborah Williamson

Preserving Italy
Capture the flavors of Italy with over 150 recipes for conserves, pickles, sauces, liqueurs, and more in this “engagingly
informative” guide (Elizabeth Minchilli, author of Eating Rome). The notion of preserving shouldn’t be limited to American
jams and jellies, and in this book, Domenica Marchetti puts the focus on the ever-alluring flavors and ingredients of Italy.
There, abundant produce and other Mediterranean ingredients lend themselves particularly well to canning, bottling, and
other preserving methods. Think of marinated artichokes in olive oil, classic giardiniera, or, of course, the late-summer
tradition of putting up tomato sauce. But in this book we get so much more, from Marchetti’s travels across the regions of
Italy to the recipes handed down through her family: sweet and sour peppers, Marsala-spiked apricot jam, lemon-infused
olive oil, and her grandmother’s amarene, sour cherries preserved in alcohol. Beyond canning and pickling, the book also
includes recipes for making cheese, curing meats, infusing liqueurs, and even a few confections, plus recipes for finished
dishes so you can savor each treasured jar all year long. “Pack artichokes, peppers and mushrooms in oil. Make deliciously
spicy pickles from melon. Even limoncello, mostarda and confections like torrone can come straight from your kitchen The
techniques may have been passed down by generations of nonnas, but they knew what they were doing.”—Florence
Fabricant, The New York Times “Marchetti elevates preserved food from the role of condiment to center stage.”—Publishers
Weekly

It Starts with Fruit
- 'Pam Corbin is the master, and the first person I turn to for everything to do with preserving. I've learnt so much from her'
– DIANA HENRY Pam Corbin is the expert who professional cooks consult when they want to make jams, jellies, marmalades,
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chutneys, pickles or anything else to do with preserving. They know her as 'Pam the Jam', and this book is the culmination
of her years of experience, distilled into more than 100 tried-and-tested recipes. Her jams, marmalades and fruit spreads
contain far less sugar than traditional recipes, which means that they taste astonishingly fruity and delicious. Likewise, her
chutneys and pickles are lighter and sprightlier than the old-fashioned kind. Pam will show you how to make more unusual
preserves too – such as glossy fruit cheeses to serve with everything from Stilton to manchego (which calls for her classic
quince membrillo). Or creamy yet zesty fruit curd: there's a recipe for classic lemon curd, and also a wonderfully light lime
and coconut one. If you have an array of Pam's preserves in your store cupboard, you can transform any meal in an instant.
She'll inspire you to dig into your jars of preserves to make spin-off recipes such as scrumptious lime cheesecake, cherry
pie or spicy sausage rolls. Packed with detailed instructions, explanations and tips, this is the only preserve-making bible
that you will ever need.

The Art of Preserving
An award-winning state and county fair competitor shares her personal secrets to creating terrific preserves, jams, jellies,
and marmalades, presenting more than two hundred recipes for all categories of preserves, as well as helpful advice on
canning, cooking techniques, and more. Original.

Jam Session
This comprehensive guide to all aspects of canning and preserving covers both water bath and pressure canning, drying,
freezing, pickling, and fermenting; it includes 300 recipes.

Small Fishy Bites
Rachel Saunders's The Blue Chair Jam Cookbook is the definitive jam and marmalade cookbook of the 21st century. In
addition to offering more than 100 original jam, jelly, and marmalade recipes, master jam artisan Rachel Saunders shares
all of her technical preserving knowledge, as well as her unique jam maker's perspective on fruit. Rachel combines
nostalgia with a modern, sustainable approach to creating fresh and vividly flavored preserves. The recipes are divided into
chapters based on the seasons, and each chapter is organized by month and type of fruit. Sample recipes include
Strawberry-Marsala Jam with Rosemary, Italian Lemon Marmalade, and Early Girl Tomato Jam. More than 100 stunning
photographs by Sara Remington illustrate each part of the preserving process--from the different stages of cooking to
testing for doneness to the final canning stage. Each recipe includes an approximate yield and a suggested shelf life, in
addition to details on recommended equipment, including Rachel's beloved copper jam pot. The Blue Chair Jam Cookbook
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gives all measurements by weight rather than volume, making it the most exact and reliable American jam book on the
market. More than 20 recipe variations are provided, along with detailed information about common and rare fruits, hybrid
varieties, and flavor combinations. Nothing is left to chance or overlooked; Rachel explains every aspect of jam and
marmalade making in step-by-step detail. The Blue Chair Jam Cookbook is a one-of-a-kind, must-have resource for home
and professional cooks alike.

I Love Jam
The revised and expanded edition of the bestselling resource for canning and preserving, with 50 new recipes plus all-new
sidebars and tips. In Liana Krissoff’s breakout success, Canning for a New Generation, home cooks were introduced to a hip,
modern guide to canning, chock-full of approachable, time-tested, and accurate recipes, as well as intriguing new flavor
pairings. In this Updated and Expanded Edition, Krissoff includes 50 new recipes for food preservation in addition to her
favorites, including: Brandied Cherries Peach Salsa Strawberry Jam Honeyed Bread and Butter Pickles Organized by season,
Krissoff’s recipes illustrate fresh ways to preserve the harvest throughout the year, employing techniques like water-bath
canning that are safe and easy to follow. The recipes are all created with small-batch yields in mind, which will appeal to
beginner canners and expert homesteaders alike. Krissoff addresses special diet concerns with recipes for low-sugar or
sugar-free preserves, as well as methods for canning jams and preserves without pectin. In addition to canning recipes,
there are old-style fermenting recipes, new freezing techniques, and recipes on how to use your canned goods to make
delicious meals once you’ve put them up. With 250 tried and tested recipes, Canning for a New Generation: Updated and
Expanded Edition is a must-own, essential reference guide for casual canners, modern home preservers, and traditional
food preservationists.

My Paris Kitchen
Jams & Jellies
A collection of stories and 100 sweet and savory French-inspired recipes from popular food blogger David Lebovitz,
reflecting the way Parisians eat today and featuring lush photography taken around Paris and in David's Parisian kitchen. In
2004, David Lebovitz packed up his most treasured cookbooks, a well-worn cast-iron skillet, and his laptop and moved to
Paris. In that time, the culinary culture of France has shifted as a new generation of chefs and home cooks—most notably in
Paris—incorporates ingredients and techniques from around the world into traditional French dishes. In My Paris Kitchen,
David remasters the classics, introduces lesser-known fare, and presents 100 sweet and savory recipes that reflect the way
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modern Parisians eat today. You’ll find Soupe à l’oignon, Cassoulet, Coq au vin, and Croque-monsieur, as well as Smoky
barbecue-style pork, Lamb shank tagine, Dukkah-roasted cauliflower, Salt cod fritters with tartar sauce, and Wheat berry
salad with radicchio, root vegetables, and pomegranate. And of course, there’s dessert: Warm chocolate cake with salted
butter caramel sauce, Duck fat cookies, Bay leaf poundcake with orange glaze, French cheesecakeand the list goes on.
David also shares stories told with his trademark wit and humor, and lush photography taken on location around Paris and
in David’s kitchen reveals the quirks, trials, beauty, and joys of life in the culinary capital of the world.

Canning for a New Generation: Updated and Expanded Edition
I Love Jam is the ultimate gift for first-time and experienced jam makers alike to discover and perfect the art of jam making.
Complete with clear instructions and eye-opening recipe flavor variations and tips, I Love Jam will brighten your pantry
every month of the year. Learn how to use your jams in a wide range of sweet and savory delicacies including Strawberry
Sangria, Braised Short Ribs, and Brussels Sprouts with Kumquats and Smoked Salt. Jam expert Rachel Saunders, author of
the James Beard Award-nominated Blue Chair Jam Cookbook and Blue Chair Cooks with Jam & Marmalade, shares her
advice and full-proof techniques, from how to make the perfect classic berry jam to how to create a beautiful lattice-crust
jam tart. I Love Jam reveals a world of fruits and flavors enabling you to create your own mouth-watering variations. This
compact yet jam-packed book will be sure to claim a special place on your cookbook shelf.

The Perfect Scoop
Shares practical guidelines for preserving locally grown fruits, vegetables and herbs while offering seventy-five recipes for
such preserves as raspberry jam and apple butter.

The Modern Preserver
A valuable resource cookbook for the home cook and canner features more than four hundred recipes for an array of jellies,
jams, butters, and preserves, as well as recipes for cooking with homemade potables, an extensive baking section and
serving suggestions, and cooking tips.

Mrs. Wheelbarrow's Practical Pantry
An internationally known master patisserie opens her personal recipe book, sharing jams that rely on seasonal fruits,
traditional techniques, and their emphasis on simplicity and freshness. 32 color photos.
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The Jamlady Cookbook
Preserving is an ancient technique which speaks to a modern sensibility. It puts you in step with the seasons, you can use
up leftovers, and it helps you rediscover a timeless kitchen craftsmanship – all aspirations of the thoughtful modern cook.
The Modern Preserver takes you through every aspect of preserving: from classic chutneys and jams, through pickles and
fermentation, to cordials and compotes. It weds age-old methods with a very contemporary feel. There are fresh flavour
pairings like Raspberry and Rose Jam, and Carrot and Citrus Chutney. There are ideas from across the world like Kimchi and
Japanese Pickled Ginger. And there are more than 130 creative and unique recipes, be it for Strawberry and Lavender Gin or
Roasted Red Pepper Ketchup. Kylee Newton is a passionate self-taught preserver with stalls at London’s Broadway, Maltby
Street and Peckham markets under the name Newton & Pott. Here she includes both simple recipes and immersive
projects, and her recipes make stylish gifts and reassuringly natural homemade treats.

Beyond Canning
If you already love making strawberry jam and basic tomato sauce, this is the perfect book for the next step in your
preserving journey! Featuring techniques and ingredients sure to open your mind, Beyond Canning is an invaluable
resource for home preservers and small-scale homesteaders who know the basics but are looking to expand their skill-set
and repertoire. A deep dive into multiple methods of home preserving, this book features unexpected flavors, smart
techniques, and root-to-stalk recipes to give you practical ways to eat better and reduce waste. You will not want to miss
the wide variety of techniques! - Vinegar preserving that goes beyond pickles. - Water bath canning for new tastes and
textures. - Do you like kimchi? You''ll love recipes to ferment and culture for amazing results and a world of variety.

Brooklyn Rustic
In a cookbook based on her popular blog, ChocolateandZucchini.com, a young Parisian shares her cooking philosophy with a
collection of more than seventy-five recipes that emphasize natural, healthy ingredients, along with favorite cravings
including chocolate, in such dishes as Cumin Cheese Puffs, Tomato Tatin, Mustard Chicken Stew, and Yogurt Cake. Original.
25,000 first printing.

Gourmet Preserves Chez Madelaine
The right-sized handbook for fruit preserving, with 75 basic and special recipes for jams, jellies, chutneys, and compotes, by
chef emeritus and master preserver Joyce Goldstein. Jam Session is the lushly photographed and selective guide to making
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all-natural fruit preserves, organized by type of fruit and seasonal availability, with descriptions of the best varieties for
preserving plus master recipes and contemporary variations for each type of fruit. Former restaurant chef/owner, culinary
historian, and master preserver Joyce Goldstein includes straightforward, no-fail instructions for canning fruit preserves,
along with serving ideas for using preserves for much more than toast, including Mango-Lime Jam to elevate pork
tenderloin, Pickled Peaches to perk up fried chicken, and Apricot Jam to glaze cake. Packed with ideas, 75 time-tested
recipes, and gorgeous photographs of produce, process, and finished fruit preserves, preserving newcomers and veterans
alike will find Goldstein's handbook just the right amount of instruction and inspiration.

The Urban Homestead
Presents a collection of first- and second-course dish recipes starring seafood as the main ingredient that are prepared
using traditional Sicilian style cooking methods and techniques.

The Preservatory
An essential handbook for the urban homesteading movement showing readers how to grow their own food, raise city
chickens, gain energy independence and more. Illustrations, tips, anecdotes, and projects are designed to help urban
households become more self-sufficient and sustainable.

Preservation Society Home Preserves
Macarons are all the current rage, and this beautiful collection of tried-and-tested recipes allows even first-time macaron
makers to try their hand at these luscious delicacies. This stunning collection of recipes adds a touch of magic to the
macaron. From the subtle flavors of the perfect raspberry or lemon macaron to more adventurous combinations of violet
and white chocolate or rhubarb and red currant, this book includes 28 recipes for these dainty and delicious treats. With a
set of foolproof step-by-step instructions, accompanied by gorgeous, inspiring photography, this wonderful collection will
ensure that even the novice chef can master the perfect macaron for any occasion.

Sicilian Seafood Cooking
"The New Yorker's Calvin Trillin loves food while despising the tres haut Francophile gourmet -- the kind who can produce a
dissertation on the proper consistency of sauce Bearnaise. Trillin knows that the search for good food requires constant
vigilance particularly when outside the Big Apple. Not that Cincinnati and Houston and Kansas City (his hometown) lack
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magnificent places to eat -- if one can resist the importunities of those well meaning ignoramuses who insist on hauling you
off to La Maison de la Casa House, the pride of local epicures too dumb to realize that the noblest culinary creations of the
American heartland are barbecued ribs, fried chicken, hash browns and hamburgers. Trillin is ready to do battle for K.C.'s
Winstead's as the home of the greatest burger in the USA. Generally, he advises, you will do fine if you avoid "any
restaurant the executive secretary of the chamber of commerce is particularly proud of." Also, any restaurant with
(ply)wood paneling and "atmosphere," where the food is likely to taste "something like a medium-rare sponge." This then is
not a celebration of multi-star "restaurants" but of diners, roadhouses, eateries -- the kind that serve food on wax paper or
plastic plates and to hell with Craig Claiborne. With tongue in stuffed cheek Trillin gives the finger to the food snobs,
confessing his secret vices with fiendish glee and high good humor"--Kirkusreviews.com.

2004 Writer's Market
Jam making gets a bad rap for being highly technical, complicated, messy, hot, and sticky; but preserving fruit can be
simple and easy. Jordan Champagne unlocks the secrets of mouthwatering fruit sauces and butters, delicious whole-fruit
preserves, and fresh-tasting jams and marmalades from the comfort of your home kitchen. It Starts with Fruit features 73
recipes total: master recipes for each type of preserve, followed by recipes for jams, marmalade, juices, syrups, shrubs,
whole fruit preserves, butters, pie fillings, and dried fruits, plus a final chapter on baking with preserves. • Great for home
cooks who want an easy and approachable guide to making jams and other fruit-based preserves • Jordan's gentle and
encouraging methods will guide you through the process of making incredible fruit preserves using seasonal produce. •
Learn inventive techniques that are more flavorful and less complicated than traditional methods—with less sugar, too!
Jordan Champagne, author and cofounder of Happy Girl Kitchen, learned how to make jam while working on a farm, trying
to use up fruits and vegetables that would otherwise go to waste. Now it's your turn to learn. Recipes include Raspberry
Lemon Jam, Pink Grapefruit Marmalade, Honeyed Apricots, and Peach Rosemary Syrup, as well as baking recipes to turn
your fabulous preserves into Thumbprint Cookies, Jam Bars, Fruit Cobbler, and Homemade Toaster Pastries. • A must-have
for anyone who wants to learn about making jam and other preserves, likes experimenting in the kitchen, or enjoys DIY
projects • Approachable for first-timers who feel intimidated by jam-making • Perfect for those who loved The Noma Guide
to Fermentation by René Redzepi & David Zilber, The Blue Chair Jam Cookbook by Rachel Saunders, and Preserving by the
Pint by Marisa McClellan

Preserving with Pomona's Pectin
Catalogues nearly two hundred of the most useful culinary techniques, providing detailed, step-by-step descriptions and
illustrations of basic skills and procedures in kitchen and dining room
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Jam On
If you’ve ever made jam or jelly at home, you know most recipes require more sugar than fruit—oftentimes 4 to 7
cups!—causing many people to look for other ways to preserve more naturally and with less sugar. Pomona’s Pectin is the
answer to this canning conundrum. Unlike other popular pectins, which are activated by sugar, Pomona’s is a sugar- and
preservative-free citrus pectin that does not require sugar to jell. As a result, jams and jellies can be made with less, little,
or no sugar at all and also require much less cooking time than traditional recipes, allowing you to create jams that are not
only healthier and quicker to make, but filled with more fresh flavor! If you haven’t tried Pomona’s already (prepare to be
smitten!), you can easily find the pectin at your local natural foods store, Williams-Sonoma, or online. In this first official
Pomona’s Pectin cookbook, you’ll learn how to use this revolutionary product and method to create marmalades, preserves,
conserves, jams, jellies, and more. From sweet offerings like Maple, Vanilla and Peach Jam to savory favorites like Red
Pepper and Jalapeno Chutney, you’ll find endless combinations sure to delight all year round!

La Technique
Fresh, hip cookbook takes jamming out of grandma’s kitchen and into the 21st century In Jam On, New York’s “Jam Queen”
Laena McCarthy shares her love of making inventive handmade jam with delicious recipes and canning techniques. Her
down-to-earth approach and unique, easy method allows even the novice cook to make fresh and exciting jam. The recipes
in Jam On use less sugar, making the jams not only healthier, but more intensely flavorful than your average fruit
concoction. With step-by-step instructions and four-color photographs throughout, McCarthy guides readers through the
canning process and offers inventive herb and spice combinations for a range of signature jams. Recipes include: •
Grapefruit & Smoked Salt Marmalade • Strawberry Balsamic Jam • Easy Like Sunday Morning Blueberry Preserves • Tiny
Strawberry Preserves with Thai Basil • Rhubarb Hibiscus Jam • Spiced Beer Jelly • Hot Fireman’s Pear Jam • Lime & Pandan
Marmalade • and much more

A Year in My Kitchen
The standard guide for writers contains thousands of up-to-date entries--including more than one thousand new ones--along
with submission information, editorial requirements, interviews with successful writers, thousands of phone and fax
numbers, email addresses, and guidance on how much to charge for freelancing. Original. 130,000 first printing.

Blue Chair Cooks with Jam & Marmalade
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Preserving is a great way to make the most of fresh fruits and vegetables, and it creates easy yet meaningful gifts.
Featuring everything you need to know to put up the seasons’ bounty, Williams-Sonoma The Art of Preserving illuminates
how to savor your favorite fresh produce year-round. From beginners looking to learn, to those familiar with the technique,
everyone will appreciate this contemporary and comprehensive approach to preserving the wealth of fruits and vegetables
from backyard gardens and farmers’ markets. Packed with inspiring recipes for preserves, from Apricot Jam to Pickled
Fennel with Orange Zest to Preserved Lemons, this title provides a wealth of ideas for making the most of the harvest.
Additional recipes showcase the many ways that preserved foods can be used in finished dishes, from savory starters to
flavorful main courses to sweet desserts. From luscious jams and jellies to savory pickles and relishes, make the most of
garden-fresh fruits and vegetables through preserving. With over 130 recipes, step-by-step techniques, helpful tips from
professionals, and scores of inspiring ideas for ways to use preserves in other recipes, this comprehensive cookbook
provides everything you need to master the art in your own kitchen.
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